Introduction
============

Active surveillance has gained a foothold as a well-accepted observational strategy for many men with clinical evidence of low-risk prostate tumors. Though its use still falls well short of what has been reported elsewhere in Europe ([@r1]), adoption of active surveillance is clearly on the rise at a population-level in the USA over the past decade ([@r2],[@r3]). This broadening of acceptance is grounded in excellent cancer-specific outcomes reported by longstanding cohorts of active surveillance patients at the University of Toronto ([@r4]) and Johns Hopkins University ([@r5]).

With this quantitative increase in active surveillance, it remains to be seen whether there has been a commensurate maintenance of quality among patient pursuing active surveillance of their purported indolent disease. The cohorts at Johns Hopkins and University of Toronto were subjected to close and diligent surveillance with repeated prostate biopsies and serial prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing. As with many treatment strategies, execution of active surveillance likely varies considerably in the real world, outside the auspices of a clinical trial. Furthermore, widening adoption of surveillance strategies is likely to have important cost-related implications at both the patient- and health system-level. This is particularly the case as new monitoring tools---such as magnetic resonance image (MRI)-guided biopsies and genomic biomarkers---become incorporated into surveillance protocols.

With that in context, we will review the quality of care issues surrounding active surveillance for men with prostate cancer. This will be framed in context of existing guidelines, and focus on patient selection and initiation of surveillance, adherence to guideline-based testing for surveillance, as well as triggers for intervention. Furthermore, cost-related issues surrounding employment of surveillance of prostate cancer will be examined. Specifically, we will discuss existing cost-effective analyses comparing surveillance strategies to definitive treatment with radical prostatectomy and radiation therapy, among others. Finally, we will explore other areas that merit continued investigation to help improve the quality of care and economic impact of active surveillance for men with prostate cancer.

Quality of care considerations related to active surveillance of prostate cancer patients
=========================================================================================

The delivery of high-quality care---particularly for cancer patients---has always been a priority for patients, providers, health systems, and advocacy groups. For prostate cancer patients, various measures assessing quality of care have been defined; these span all phases that a cancer survivor may experience. Currently, the American Urological Association has developed five quality of care measures related to prostate cancer: (I) documentation of PSA level, clinical tumor stage, and Gleason score for newly-diagnosed prostate cancer patients; (II) documentation of PSA level, clinical tumor stage, and Gleason score prior to prostate cancer treatment; (III) documentation of discussion of all treatment options for prostate cancer (including active surveillance); (IV) avoidance of use of bone-scan for staging low-risk prostate cancer patients; and (V) use of adjuvant androgen deprivation therapy with radiation therapy for high-risk prostate cancer patients ([@r6]). Attainment of these quality measures is generally poor, and varies considerably across geographic regions ([@r7]). There is a paucity of research that attempts to define and assess specific quality-of-care measures for patients on active surveillance. Nevertheless, existing measures related to prostate cancer care in general represent important benchmarks to help improve the delivery of care for men considering active surveillance. In addition to these issues which are pertinent at the time of entry into active surveillance, matters surrounding quality of care while on surveillance, such as use of PSA testing and repeat biopsies, represent another important aspect of care for active surveillance patients.

Quality of care around entry into active surveillance
-----------------------------------------------------

### Documentation, decision-making, and staging for newly-diagnosed prostate cancer patients

Of the above quality measures, the first four are applicable to the decision-making process for men considering active surveillance as a management strategy for their prostate cancer. Up to one-quarter of prostate cancer patients are missing documentation of clinical stage or PSA at the time of initial evaluation ([@r8]). Adequate prostate cancer-specific documentation also has been shown to vary dramatically across urologic practices within a surgical quality collaborative in Michigan ([@r9]). Another population-based cohort study showed 72% compliance with documentation of clinical tumor stage and Gleason score from biopsy in newly-diagnosed prostate cancer patients ([@r10]).

Discussion of all treatment options is another important quality metric for patients considering active surveillance. A prospective cohort study of prostate cancer patients from North Carolina and Louisiana showed that only 77% of men had a discussion of all treatment options documented at the time of their initial evaluation ([@r11]). These findings were mirrored by the Comparative Effectiveness Analysis of Surgery and Radiation trial, a population-based cohort study of newly-diagnosed prostate cancer patients; documentation of discussion of treatment options among this group was only seen in around 70% of initial encounters ([@r10]). Beyond documentation, a study reviewing recorded encounters for veterans with prostate cancer showed that only 59% of encounters had complete discussions of treatment options. Furthermore, less than 10% of visits had complete discussions of treatment options, risks and benefits of each, and elicitation of patient preferences ([@r12]).

In addition to these documentation issues, overuse of unnecessary staging exams is a major concern for prostate cancer patients. In particular, bone scans and CT scans are not indicated for patients with very low- and low-risk disease considering active surveillance, based on current guidelines (references). Multiple studies have shown that bone scans are performed for up to 35% of men with low-risk prostate cancer across diverse practice settings ([@r7],[@r10],[@r11],[@r13]). Furthermore, cross-sectional imaging (e.g., computed tomography of the pelvis) is often ordered for these men with indolent tumors at low risk of nodal involvement. Though it is debatable whether compliance with these quality measures is associated with improved outcomes ([@r10]), these findings demonstrate room for improvement for reaching established metrics for quality care for prostate cancer patients considering active surveillance.

### Selection of appropriate prostate cancer patients for active surveillance

Beyond the initial work-up and staging, guidelines vary considerably regarding criteria for selection of appropriate candidates for prostate cancer active surveillance. As decision-making surrounding treatment of low-risk prostate cancer is highly patient preference-sensitive, it is difficult to apply specific cut-offs for proportion of low-risk prostate cancer patients that should be managed with active surveillance. Current National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines have perhaps the clearest recommendation, in that they endorse only active surveillance as an option for men with very low-risk prostate cancer (i.e., stage cT1c, PSA \<10 and PSA density \<0.15, Gleason score 6 (grade group I), \<3 cores positive, \<50% cancer in any core) and 10--20 years of life expectancy ([@r14]). They also recommend observation (without repeat biopsies) for those same very low-risk patients with less than 10 years' life expectancy. On the other hand, guidelines are somewhat clearer on who should not be managed with active surveillance. In the USA, the NCCN does not recommend active surveillance for any patients with intermediate-risk disease (based on Gleason score ≥7 (grade group ≥2), but does support use of observation (i.e., watchful waiting without repeat biopsies) for intermediate-risk patients with \<10 years' life expectancy. Outside the USA, multiple groups (e.g., United Kingdom's National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, Cancer Care Ontario) approve active surveillance for selected patients with (typically) low-volume, intermediate-risk prostate cancer ([@r15],[@r16]).

An increasing number of studies have highlighted the potential benefits of multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) of the prostate in helping more accurately identify men who would be more (or less) appropriate for active surveillance. Findings on mpMRI at entry into an active surveillance protocol can predict the likelihood of upgrading to more aggressive disease on confirmatory biopsy ([@r17]). In addition, abnormal mpMRI findings also predict more aggressive disease at the time of radical prostatectomy for patients meeting clinical criteria for active surveillance ([@r18]). However, many reports are from highly-experienced tertiary care centers with considerable expertise in the delivery and utilization of mpMRI. It remains unclear if these results would be generalizable to other centers less experienced with mpMRI of the prostate. Notably, the most recent NCCN guidelines only list mpMRI as an option if a provider suspects anterior/aggressive disease in the setting of a rising PSA or negative systematic prostate biopsy ([@r14]).

There are also tissue-based biomarkers that can help describe the probability of upgrading or upstaging at the time of radical prostatectomy for men considering active surveillance. These are not recommended in the most recent NCCA or AUA guidelines. However, the guidelines panel stated that "men with clinically localized disease may consider the use of tumor-based molecular assays at this time. Future comparative effectiveness research may allow these tests and others like them to gain additional evidence regarding their utility for better risk stratification of men with prostate cancer" ([@r14]). Two that are recommended by the Molecular Diagnostic Services Program for very low- or low-risk prostate cancer patients post-biopsy are OncotypeDX (for men with 10--20 years life expectancy) and Prolaris (for men with at least 10 years life expectancy), described in more detail below ([@r19]).

Guideline-concordant monitoring of active surveillance patients
---------------------------------------------------------------

Though often consensus-based, many existing guidelines incorporate repeat PSA testing and serial prostate biopsies into recommended surveillance strategies ([*Table 1*](#t1){ref-type="table"}). For instance, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network recommends PSA testing no more often than every 6 months and repeat biopsies not more frequently than every year ([@r14]). Existing AUA guidelines pertinent to management of men with localized prostate cancer do not make any explicit recommendations regarding PSA or biopsy use for men on active surveillance, though updated guidelines are anticipated in 2017 ([@r20]). More recently, the American Society of Clinical Oncology released their consensus statement endorsing PSA testing every 3--6 months, confirmatory biopsy within 6--12 months of diagnosis, and repeat biopsy every 2--5 years after that ([@r21]). Other international guidelines are consistent in recommending a confirmatory biopsy within 1 year of diagnosis, but tend to recommend longer intervals between repeated biopsies (e.g., 3--5 years) ([@r22]). More recently, acknowledging the improved cancer detection with its use, guidelines have acknowledged use of multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging of the prostate as an option for men managed with active surveillance.

###### Recommendations for monitoring of prostate cancer patients on active surveillance

  Guideline       Year   PSA                        DRE                        Rebiopsy                                        Biomarkers                                                    MRI
  --------------- ------ -------------------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  NCCN ([@r14])   2016   Q6 mo\*                    Q12 mo\*                   Q12 mo\*                                        Not mentioned                                                 Can be considered
  AUA ([@r20])    2007   Not mentioned explicitly   Not mentioned explicitly   Not mentioned explicitly                        Not mentioned explicitly                                      Not mentioned explicitly
  ASCO ([@r21])   2016   Q3--6 mo                   Q12 mo                     At 6--12 mo after diagnosis, then q2--5 years   Can be considered, particularly for low-volume GS 7 disease   Can be considered; not a replacement for biopsy

\*, can be less frequent if desired. PSA, prostate-specific antigen; DRE, digital rectal exam; MRI, magnetic resonance image; NCCN, National Comprehensive Cancer Network; mo, months.

With those guidelines in mind, assessments of serial testing for active surveillance patients at a population-level have focused on an era prior to 2010, when the optimal management strategy for active surveillance patients was less established. Using a strict set of criteria for active surveillance, e.g., PSA test and office visit every 6 months following diagnosis, and at least one confirmatory prostate biopsy after the initial diagnostic biopsy, Chamie *et al.* found that less than 5% of Medicare beneficiaries who were diagnosed prior to 2008 and managed without definitive treatment underwent guideline-concordant surveillance ([@r23]). These findings were echoed by another study looking at patients diagnosed through 2009 ([@r24]). Furthermore, use of repeat biopsy for prostate cancer patients undergoing observation has been shown to vary widely based on patient factors (e.g., race) and geographic location ([@r25]). More recently, data from a statewide surgical quality collaborative in Michigan demonstrated that only one-third of patients on active surveillance received repeated testing in line with NCCN recommendations ([@r26]). Notably, guideline-based use of repeat PSA and biopsies varied from 10--68% across participating urology practices.

Again, there are no explicit recommendations or quality measures related to use of imaging with mpMRI of the prostate (with or without biopsy) for serial monitoring of patients choosing active surveillance. However, there are increasing number of reports describing patients undergoing repeated MRI-guided biopsies after entering active surveillance protocols. In fact, in 2016 the European School of Oncology Task Force published their PRECISE recommendations regarding guidelines for the use of mpMRI for men on active surveillance for prostate cancer ([@r27]). Recommended data points at the time of each imaging study are demonstrated in [*Table 2*](#t2){ref-type="table"}. Other centers have reported that interval radiographic progression (based on presence of new lesion, increase lesion size, or increase in PI-RADS v2 score) was associated with histologic progression noted on biopsy ([@r28]). Adding an MRI to active surveillance protocols has been shown to increase the discriminatory ability to predict underlying significant cancer, compared to other clinical data (e.g., PSA density, maximum cancer core length) ([@r29]).

###### Data points recommended by PRECISE guidelines for MRI reporting for men on active surveillance ([@r27])

  Factors                                           Data points
  ------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Clinical factors                                  PSA
  Prior MRI                                         
  Clinical TNM stage                                
  Study factors                                     Type of coil
  Magnet strength                                   
  Lesion factors                                    Number, new/previously seen, size, volume, PI-RADS v2 score
  Radiologic assessment of pathologic grade/stage   Likelihood of clinically significant disease, likelihood of extra-prostatic extension, likelihood of seminal vesicle invasion
  Radiologic assessment of interval change          Likelihood of change from previous, change in volume, change in diffusion-weighted imaging, change in PI-RADS v2 score, new T3a/T3b suspicion

Potential interventions to optimize quality of care for active surveillance candidates
======================================================================================

Ensuring high-quality discussion of treatment options: tools for decision support
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Beyond simple documentation of a discussion of all treatment options, decision aids can help promote shared decision-making, minimize treatment regret, and consistently present information regarding all treatment options for men with prostate cancer. Men who do not have all treatment options presented to them have increased regret regarding their treatment choice ([@r11]) (Holmes *et al.*, *Cancer* 2017). Examples of decision aids that tailor information based on patient preferences include Personal Patient Profile-Prostate (P3P) intervention ([@r30]) and the WiserCare decision support module. In a multicenter randomized trial, the P3P tool was shown to decrease decisional conflict and reduced uncertainty surrounding treatment decisions more than standard of care ([@r30]). A uncontrolled cohort study at a multidisciplinary oncology clinic showed that WiserCare decision support module improved decisional conflict, uncertainty, perception of information received, and effectiveness of decision-making for men with localized prostate cancer ([@r31]). The impact of use of these decision aids on uptake of active surveillance for men at low-risk of cancer progression merits future exploration.

Multi-practice quality collaboratives and registries: benefits of audit-feedback interventions
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Though administrative data from insurance billing claims provides a wealth of information related to delivery of care, clinical registries can add more detailed and nuanced data of process and outcome measures, at the expense of time and energy required by medical chart abstractions. Multiple registries across different specialties, including general (e.g., National Surgical Quality Improvement Program), thoracic (e.g., General Thoracic Surgery Database), and others, have demonstrated the potential for quality improvement through accurate auditing of quality indicators with feedback to participating sites. In the field of urology, the Michigan Urological Surgical Improvement Collaborative (MUSIC) has reported multiple examples of benefits of this audit-feedback approach to improving delivery of care across a diverse set of academic and private urologic practices. This has been demonstrated with efforts to increase documentation of clinical staging for prostate cancer ([@r9]), and minimizing use of imaging for men with low-risk of prostate cancer ([@r32]). Though the downstream effects of the audit were not discussed, this collaborative also showed the capacity to evaluate use of repeat biopsies among men considered for active surveillance of their prostate tumors ([@r26]). In another example, a group of private and academic practices in Southern California used a dashboard to significantly increase adoption of active surveillance among patients for whom it would be most appropriate ([@r33]). Though resource-intensive, such collaborative networks provide fertile ground for quality improvement efforts. Outcomes from practices participating in the recently established national AUA Quality Registry will be eagerly anticipated ([@r34]).

Minimizing morbidity of repeat prostate biopsies for active surveillance patients
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Though the time intervals vary, guidelines nearly universally recommend serial prostate biopsies for men being monitoring on active surveillance protocols. However, these procedures are not without risk; some population-level analyses report risk of infectious complications approaching 5% ([@r35]), and patients undergoing repeated transrectal sampling of the prostate are at a higher cumulative lifetime risk of such events. Thus, interventions aimed at minimizing infectious complications following prostate biopsies would be particularly beneficial for men being managed with active surveillance. One such recommended approach involves bypassing contamination risk from rectal flora utilizing a transperineal approach for extended sampling of the prostate gland. One report and systematic review advocated for this approach, highlighting a 0.08% risk of infection associated with the transperineal approach ([@r36]). However, the known 10% risk of urinary retention ([@r37]) and general anesthesia requirement may make universal adoption of this approach unrealistic.

Other work has demonstrated the ability to decrease the risk of infectious complications associated with transrectal biopsies through disinfectants (e.g., formalin swirl) ([@r38]), augmented antibiotic regimens with intramuscular gentamicin or ceftriaxone ([@r39]), or rectal swab-culture directed antibiotic regimens ([@r40]). A recent report from a urology quality collaborative in Michigan demonstrated that combining these approaches can decrease the risk of post-biopsy complications significantly lower than 1% ([@r41]).

Economic considerations related to active surveillance of men with prostate cancer
==================================================================================

With burgeoning health care costs placing stress upon patients, health systems, and payers, characterizing the economic impact of prostate cancer management strategies remains crucial. In 2010, national expenditures related to prostate cancer were estimated to approach \$12 billion dollars ([@r42]). Importantly, costs vary considerably across different time periods following diagnosis, including the initial treatment phase (approximating the first 12 months following diagnosis), continuing care and survivorship phase, and the end-of-life phase ([@r43]). Increasingly, economic concerns have focused on value of care, which is broadly defined as the total benefits from an intervention divided by the sum of resources expended---financial or otherwise---for its application ([@r44]). The value of adopting a treatment strategy also varies considerably based on the perspective, whether it be from a patient, hospital, payer, or society-based point-of-view. In this section, we will describe the potential cost-effectiveness of treatment options for prostate cancer. In addition, we will discuss implications of financial toxicity and other economic considerations for patients and providers evaluating active surveillance as a treatment option. Finally, this review will highlight areas of value-based prostate cancer care that merit continued research and evaluation going forward, such as the financial impact of novel biomarkers and imaging modalities, for patients on active surveillance.

Cost considerations with treatment versus active surveillance: initial phase
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the initial phase of management of a prostate cancer diagnosis, the lion's share of cost burden is related to primary treatment itself (i.e., radical prostatectomy or radiation therapy). On the other hand, additional initial costs for patients entering active surveillance are likely related to additional testing to confirm the presence of an indolent, low-risk tumor. Traditionally, this has involved an early repeat prostate biopsy within a year of the initial diagnosis. More recently, new imaging modalities (e.g., mpMRI) and genomic biomarkers (e.g., OncotypeDX, Decipher, Prolaris) have supplemented biopsies in helping risk-stratify patients considering active surveillance. Assuredly, obtaining these diagnostic tests would be associated with increased costs, with variable cost-sharing between patients, providers, and hospitals.

### Cost of radical prostatectomy and radiation therapy

Regarding radical prostatectomy and radiation therapy, upfront costs are significant and variable considerably based on the specifics of the treatment administered. Radical prostatectomy is nearly universally performed from a minimally-invasive, and often robotic-assisted, approach. On average, this treatment costs approximately \$10,000 per case when also considering hospital-level purchasing of robotic units and maintenance fees ([@r45]). The costs associated with radiation therapy are dependent on the technique and the number of required encounters. Based on a recent cost-effectiveness analysis, average treatment costs for proton beam radiation therapy for prostate cancer patients totaled \$65,250 ([@r46]). Intensity-modulated radiation therapy was cheaper (\$28,805/treatment course), followed by stereotactic body radiation therapy (\$20,889/treatment course) ([@r46]). From a health system level, this doesn't account for the considerable up-front costs required to attain the equipment required for each treatment modality. For instance, the cost to install a proton beam center can approach \$200 million in some instances ([@r47]). Brachytherapy is cheaper to administer, whether it is low-dose (\$9,938/treatment) or high-dose (\$17,514/4 fractions) therapy. Obviously, changing the number of fractions or combining therapy would have a major impact of up-front costs of these treatments.

### Initial costs of active surveillance of men with prostate cancer

As mentioned above, the main initial health care costs related to active surveillance are linked to testing focused on risk stratification. Prostate biopsies are typically performed in an office setting, and typically involve three components: transrectal ultrasound, ultrasound guidance, and prostate biopsy. Based on Medicare data, these procedures generate an average \$300 in reimbursement for physicians, with additional facility fees for those performed at ambulatory surgery centers or hospitals. Additional clinic visits and PSA testing for the year following entry into active surveillance likely have an incremental financial impact overall.

More recently, testing with biomarkers and/or mpMRI of the prostate has garnered a larger role in risk stratification for patients considering active surveillance. In 2014, Medicare reimbursement for a pelvic MRI (CPT 72197) totaled just over \$500 ([@r48]). However, private payers reimburse at a higher rate than Medicare ([@r49]). Furthermore, out-of-pocket payments by a patient whose insurer does not cover prostate MRI would be magnitudes higher. Regarding biomarkers, many of the available tests are being evaluated by CMS for coverage. One genomic biomarker approved by the FDA is the Genomic Prostate Score (GPS) (trade-name: OncotypeDX; Genomic Health, Redwood City, CA, USA), a 17-gene panel that is translated to a 0--100 score, with increasing scores corresponding with a higher risk of adverse pathology at the time of radical prostatectomy ([@r50]). One small institutional study suggested that use of this genomic biomarker would increase physician likelihood to recommend active surveillance for low-risk patients by about 25% ([@r51]). Other examples of available genomic biomarkers include the cell-cycle progression score (trade-name: Prolaris; Myriad Genetics, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) ([@r52]) and 22-gene RNA biomarker test (trade-name: Decipher; GenomeDx, San Diego, CA, USA) ([@r53]). These tests have considerable costs, ranging from \$3,400 to \$4,250 depending on the specific test ([@r54]).

Cost considerations with treatment versus active surveillance: survivorship/surveillance phase
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Post-treatment cost considerations

By and large, surveillance of patients treated with radical prostatectomy or radiation involves office visits and serial PSA testing that decreases in intensity over time. Payments related to these encounters and diagnostic testing are comparatively low versus the larger upfront costs associated with treatment. However, there is a considerable economic impact that patients may experience outside what is measurable in billing claims. Patients often are responsible for purchasing urinary pads that help maintain cleanliness during recovery of urinary control. Furthermore, medications that help with sexual function (e.g., phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors, intracavernosal injection therapy) are infrequently covered by prescription plans, and can often result in patients spending hundreds of dollars out-of-pocket monthly to help maintain their quality of life. With recent comparative-effectiveness studies demonstrating considerable decreases in urinary and sexual function associated with radiation and surgery (compared to active surveillance), these costs will be much higher among patients not eligible for---or not pursuing---active surveillance ([@r55]).

Beyond those out-of-pocket costs, there are other downstream outcomes associated with increased costs. Though the surveillance patients were not subjected to aggressive monitoring, and included men with intermediate- and high-risk tumors, the ProtecT trial results showed an increased risk of metastases associated with surveillance strategies ([@r56]). Development of metastatic disease harbors a considerable increase in health care-related costs, particularly with the high prices associated with novel biologic medications such as abiraterone, sipuleucel-T, and enzalutamide. Furthermore, men with persistent and bothersome urinary incontinence and erectile dysfunction refractory to medical management may require surgical intervention, which carries significant economic impact.

### Cost considerations of monitoring of active surveillance patients

Active surveillance patients also typically require serial office visits and PSA monitoring. However, unlike post-treatment surveillance, the frequency of these visits and laboratory testing does not decrease with time. However, the largest cost-driver for current guideline-concordant monitoring strategies involves the use of repeated prostate biopsies. Many existing protocols and guidelines incorporate a yearly prostate biopsy for active surveillance patients, often indefinitely. Furthermore, incorporating mpMRI into serial monitoring of active surveillance patients would increase monitoring costs even more. To date, there is no established role for serial biomarker testing for patients on active surveillance.

Existing economic evaluations of active surveillance ([*Table 3*](#t3){ref-type="table"})
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### Selected cost- and cost-effectiveness analyses evaluating prostate cancer surveillance versus treatment since 2010

  Author                        Year   Analysis                      Treatment                                                          Cost estimates                                 Notes
  ----------------------------- ------ ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Corcoran *et al.* ([@r57])    2010   Cost analysis                 RP *vs.* WW/AS                                                     Medicare payments \[2008\]                     WW/AS less costly than up-front RP; magnitude dependent on biopsy frequency
  Keegan *et al.* ([@r58])      2012   Cost analysis                 AS *vs.* Treatment (RP *vs.* RT *vs.* RT/ADT *vs.* BT *vs.* ADT)   Institutional direct costs \[2007--2010\]      AS cheapest at 5 years; BT cheaper at 10 years with every-other-year biopsy
  Eldefrawy *et al.* ([@r59])   2013   Cost analysis                 AS *vs.* Treatment (RP *vs.* RT *vs.* BT)                          Institutional direct/indirect costs \[2012\]   AS associated with the lowest 10-year costs
  Hayes *et al.* ([@r60])       2013   Cost-effectiveness analysis   AS *vs.* WW *vs.* Treatment                                        Medicare payments \[2012\]                     WW cheapest approach; AS more expensive over lifetime than RP/BT for 65-year-old men

RP, radical prostatectomy; WW, watchful waiting; AS, active surveillance; RT, radiation therapy; ADT, androgen deprivation therapy; BT, brachytherapy.

There are a variety of economic evaluations of active surveillance, and they come in different categories. Cost-analyses only estimate the costs associated with specific management strategies. Cost-effectiveness or cost-benefit or cost-utility analyses also account for the incremental benefits (or harms) of various approaches, compared to a "standard" of care. Cost-effectiveness analyses are dependent on often-estimated inputs, and output is only as accurate as those estimates inserted into an economic model. Thus, it is important to understand which inputs and data sources are utilized when evaluating the validity and generalizability of any cost-effectiveness analysis.

In 2010, Corcoran *et al.* published a cost analysis evaluating watchful waiting versus active surveillance versus up-front radical prostatectomy ([@r57]). The models were calculated over a 15-year period, and assumed that all men who pursued treatment underwent radical prostatectomy. The analysis estimated costs based on Medicare payments in 2008 for office visits, PSA testing, urinalysis, prostate biopsies, and radical prostatectomy. The analysis also accounted for complications associated with biopsies and surgery. Sensitivity analyses were performed altering the frequency of repeat prostate biopsies. The per-patient costs for those pursuing watchful waiting or active surveillance were estimated at \$6,558--\$11,992 over 15 years. As a comparison, the per-patient costs of radical prostatectomy were estimated at \$15,235. The main driver for variation in costs associated with surveillance protocols was the frequency of prostate biopsy.

Keegan *et al.* performed an economic evaluation of active surveillance compared to multiple different treatment options ([@r58]). They constructed a Markov model to estimate 5-year costs for men with low-risk prostate cancer considering active surveillance versus other treatments (i.e., radical prostatectomy, radiation therapy, radiation therapy plus androgen deprivation, brachytherapy, or primary androgen deprivation). This analysis estimated costs based on direct health care-related expenses at the institutional level. At 10 years' follow-up, active surveillance (\$28,784) was cheaper than radical prostatectomy (\$31,612), radiation therapy (\$57,431), radiation therapy plus androgen deprivation therapy (\$61,131), and primary androgen deprivation therapy (\$84,055). However, active surveillance after a decade was estimated to be more expensive than primary brachytherapy (\$25,467).

Another cost-analysis was published by Eldefrawy *et al.* in 2013 that compared active surveillance to multiple other treatment options ([@r59]). Similar to the analysis by Keegan *et al.*, they assessed 10-year direct costs at the institutional level for patients pursuing open radical prostatectomy, robotic-assisted radical prostatectomy, radiation therapy, brachytherapy, or active surveillance. Professional fees were based off 2010 Medicare payment rates. The costs reported here were considerably lower than those reported by Keegan *et al.*; at 10 years, active surveillance (\$13,116) was the cheapest management strategy, and radiation therapy (\$23,953) was the most expensive.

More recently, a group performed a cost-effectiveness analysis comparing observational strategies with initial treatment ([@r60]). The analysis used a Monte Carlo state-transition model examining outcomes and costs for a man with low-risk, localized prostate cancer. The active surveillance cohort had a more relaxed biopsy strategy than other models, with a repeat biopsy performed at 1 year and every 3 years thereafter. They also included a watchful waiting cohort that only underwent PSA testing and intermittent bone scans. As opposed to the above cost-analysis, this study evaluated the "utility" of health-states for men on surveillance or after treatment, which allowed an assessment of the value of various treatment approaches with costs taken into account. Regarding costs, they determined that watchful waiting (\$24,520 for 65-year-old male; \$18,302 for 75-year-old male) was associated with the lowest lifetime costs. Active surveillance (\$39,894 for 65-year-old male; \$30,048 for 75-year-old male) was the second most expensive approach, behind only intensity-modulated radiation therapy (\$48,699 for 65-year-old, \$42,286 for 75-year-old). The analysis also showed a decrease in incremental quality-adjusted life expectancy associated with all treatment options (including active surveillance) compared to watchful waiting for men with low-risk disease. However, as the survival outcomes were based on the somewhat controversial PIVOT study comparing surgery and observation for veterans with localized prostate cancer, it is unclear how generalizable these results are to contemporary practice ([@r61]).

Conclusions
===========

In summary, it is critical to consider the quality of care delivered to prostate cancer patients managed with active surveillance. Though current guidelines provide broad recommendations regarding the candidacy and monitoring strategies for active surveillance, there are no strict quality measures linked to reimbursement policies to date. Regarding economic considerations, the cost burden of active surveillance is primarily linked to the intensity of---and testing selected for---monitoring over the long-term. Continued work is required to more clearly understand which tests (with corresponding sequence and frequency) can best optimize outcomes of active surveillance in an economically acceptable manner.
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